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A B S T R A C T

We collected high-resolution observations of nonlinear internal waves (NLIWs) at a persistent upwelling front in the shallow coastal environment (~20 m) of northern Monterey Bay, CA. The coastal upwelling front forms between recently upwelled waters and warmer stratified waters that are trapped in the coastal upwelling shadow. The front propagates up and down the coast in the alongshore direction as a buoyant plume front due to modulation by strong diurnal wind forcing. The evolution of the coastal upwelling front, and the subsequent modulation of background environmental conditions, is examined using both individual events and composite day averages. We demonstrate that regional-scale upwelling and local diurnal wind forcing are key components controlling local stratification and the formation of internal wave guides that allow for high-frequency internal wave activity. Finally, we discuss the ability of theoretical models to describe particularly large-amplitude internal waves that exist in the presence of a strong background shear and test a fully nonlinear model (i.e., the Dubreil–Jacotin–Long equation).

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Nonlinear internal waves (NLIWs) are a widespread feature of the coastal ocean (e.g., Klymak and Moum, 2003; Moum et al., 2003; Hosegood and Van Haren, 2004; Scotti and Pineda, 2004; Nash and Moum, 2005; Bourgault et al., 2007; Woodson et al., 2011; Alford et al., 2012; Jackson et al., 2012; Van Haren et al., 2012; Walter et al., 2012, 2014a, 2014b; Cheriton et al., 2014a, 2014b; Suanda et al., 2014) and often play a key role in cross-shelf exchange of nutrients, sediments, and contaminants (Sandstrom and Elliott, 1984; Leichter et al., 1996; Boehm et al., 2002; Hosegood and Van Haren, 2004; Quaresma et al., 2007); dissolved oxygen variability (Booth et al., 2012; Walter et al., 2014b); larval transport (Pineda, 1991, 1994, 1999); and turbulent dissipation and diapycnal mixing (Moum et al., 2003; Hosegood and Van Haren, 2004; Venayagamoorthy and Fringer, 2007; Woodson et al., 2011; Van Haren et al., 2012; Walter et al., 2012, 2014a). NLIWs in the stratified coastal ocean thus represent an important problem from a fundamental and practical standpoint with significant implications for many physical and biological processes.

NLIWs in the coastal environment are an established topic of study in theoretical, numerical, and experimental fluid mechanics (cf. Helfrich and Melville, 2006; Lamb, 2014). However, previous computational and theoretical efforts have necessarily concentrated on simplified and idealized setups (Lamb, 2014), while observational studies have mainly focused on deeper shelf waters (50 m depths; e.g., Table 1 of Alford et al., 2012). There is a lack of high-resolution observations of internal waves in shallower waters (~20 m; cf. Woodson et al., 2011; Van Haren et al., 2012; Walter et al., 2012, 2014a, 2014b), an area of the ocean with rapidly changing dynamics and important ecological habitats such as kelp forests and coral reefs. Indeed, the lifecycle of shallow water NLIWs takes place in a highly dynamic environment, with spatiotemporal changes in background environmental conditions such as stratification, velocity shear, and tidal and wind forcing. In this study, we take advantage of high-resolution measurements to examine the role of rapidly changing background conditions on the internal wave environment at a shallow coastal upwelling site.

During the summer upwelling season (~April to September), a coastal upwelling front forms in northern Monterey Bay, CA. Regional upwelling favorable winds generate a strong upwelling jet at Point Año Nuevo that flows southward across the mouth of the bay (Rosenfeld et al., 1994). Waters within the bay are shielded from regional upwelling by the Santa Cruz Mountains. This results in a warm lens of water inside the bay, a region termed the
“upwelling shadow” (e.g., Graham and Largier, 1997; Woodson et al., 2009). Thus, a sharp coastal upwelling front forms and persists between the warm upwelling shadow waters and cooler waters from the offshore upwelling jet (Fig. 1a).

Woodson et al. (2009) examined the regional and local forcing mechanisms of the upwelling front using an array of moorings during the summer upwelling season and concluded that the front propagates poleward as a buoyant plume due to regional barotropic (due to regional wind forcing) and baroclinic (due to the temperature differences across the front) pressure gradient forces. The authors also found that on a local scale, a diurnal sea breeze modulates the daily propagation of the front up and down the coast in the along-shore direction (up to 5 km a day). During the late evening and early morning when the local diurnal winds are weak, the front propagates out of the bay (along-shore poleward) due to the background baroclinic and barotropic pressure gradients. However, as the diurnal winds strengthen in the afternoon, the front decelerates and reverses back into the bay so that it propagates downwind. The front propagates downwind until the sea breeze relaxes in the evening, at which point the along-shore flow returns to its background poleward state.

Suanda et al. (2011) used long-term measurements near the upwelling front to examine the oceanic response to the diurnal wind forcing. They created a canonical picture of temperature and currents that was phase-locked to the local diurnal wind forcing and evaluated terms in the heat budget of a two-dimen- sional cross-shelf section of the inner shelf. They concluded that during the evening and early morning periods when the winds are weak, observed temperature increases were mainly due to the along-shelf advection of a temperature gradient within the upwelling shadow zone. Specifically, the along-shelf heat flux explained 77% of the observed warming. This process was arrested during periods of strong local wind forcing in which case the front reversed to propagate downwind, corroborating the results of Woodson et al. (2009), and the wind-driven cross-shelf heat flux became important. Surface heat fluxes were nearly an order of magnitude smaller than the advective heat fluxes and did not contribute significantly to observed temperature changes. The authors also evaluated water column stability using the gradient Richardson number at three vertical locations and found that the water column is stable to shear-driven mixing for most of the day except for near-surface measurements following periods of maximum wind; however, the authors were limited in their vertical resolution to sufficiently resolve water column stability.

Woodson et al. (2011) observed packets of high-frequency NLIWs propagating along-shore equatorward near the location of the coastal upwelling front in the late afternoon during a one-week sampling period. The authors focused on the description of the leading wave in a single packet of waves during the one-week sampling period using moored measurements of temperature at four vertical locations (4, 6, 8, and 14 m depth; 3 s sampling per- iod) in shallow water (15 m). They showed that the single wave packet led to enhanced turbulent dissipation and active mixing of the stratified interior. The authors suggested that the enhanced mixing was due to shear instabilities based on the ratio of the wave amplitude to the upper layer depth, although estimates of the gradient Richardson number were not quantified using the field observations. Moreover, the authors did not show or discuss variability in the internal wave field over the course of the one-week sampling period, nor did they assess the influence of changing environmental conditions (e.g., background stratification, regional and local wind forcing) on internal wave variability. Additionally, the authors used long-term moorings and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images to document the consistent presence of NLIW packets during the late evening (2000–2300 local time). However, the long-term moorings did not provide sufficient temporal or spatial resolution to identify internal wave packet characteristics (cf. Woodson et al., 2011).

The aforementioned studies documented the regional and local forcing mechanisms of the front (Woodson et al., 2009; Suanda et al., 2011), as well as the presence of NLIWs near the front (Woodson et al., 2011), but they were limited in their ability to sufficiently resolve vertical variations and high-frequency changes in the internal wave field and background environmental conditions. In this contribution, we present high-resolution measurements of NLIWs at the coastal upwelling front using a moored instrument array. We expand on the previous observations with a better spatiotemporally resolved data set and provide a more...
detailed look into the evolution of the front and the subsequent modulation of background environmental conditions (e.g., stratification, velocity shear, etc.).

Subsequently, we examine the influence of these rapidly changing conditions on the high-frequency internal wave field. Several studies have addressed the effect of seasonal and interannual variations in stratification on internal wave behavior and activity (cf. Zhao et al., 2012; Hall et al., 2014; DeCarlo et al., 2015 and the references therein). More recent studies have illustrated the effect of low-frequency wind-driven upwelling and relaxation cycles on mid-shelf stratification and nearshore internal wave and bore variability (Walter et al., 2014b; Cheriton et al., 2014b). Cheriton et al. (2014b) found that regional wind-driven upwelling caused the appearance of a near-bottom secondary pycnocline, and hence internal wave guide, on the outer shelf (70 and 90 m) of southern Monterey Bay. They concluded that upwelling-driven stratification is a first-order control on the ability of internal waves to propagate through continental shelf waters at that particular location.

In this contribution, we demonstrate how both regional-scale upwelling and local diurnal wind forcing are key components controlling local stratification and the formation of internal wave guides that allow for high-frequency internal wave activity. In contrast to previous studies, we find that during strong regional upwelling the advection of deep waters into the shallow environment results in a decrease in the local stratification, disappearance of the internal wave guide, and minimal internal wave variability. We also show that the local diurnal wind forcing is important for the along-shelf advection of a temperature gradient within the upwelling shadow zone, forming a transient internal wave guide that allows for periods of high-frequency internal wave activity at the study site. Finally, we discuss and explore the ability of theoretical models to describe particularly large-amplitude NLIWs that exist in the presence of a strong background shear and test a fully nonlinear model (i.e., the Dubreil-Jacotin-Long equation).

2. Experimental setup and methods

Moored instrument arrays were deployed from 7 to 22 July 2011 in order to describe the along-shore evolution of the upwelling front, background environmental conditions, and internal wave activity. Two moorings were deployed on the ~20 m isobath roughly 220 m apart in the along-shore direction offshore of Sandhill Bluff, CA located in northern Monterey Bay (Fig. 1b and c). This is the location of previous observations of frequent front crossings and along-shore equatorward propagating internal waves (Woodson et al., 2009, 2011). The northernmost mooring (FDN) was equipped with a dense vertical arrangement of SeaBird Inc. (SBE) SBE39 and SBE56 temperature loggers (n=17), with increased resolution (0.5 m vertical spacing) near the pycnocline region (Fig. 1c). In order to capture the along-shore propagation of the front and internal waves, the southernmost mooring (FDS) was also equipped with thermistors, but with a lower vertical resolution (n=5; Fig. 1c). Both moorings had SBE37 conductivity–temperature–depth (CTD) loggers bracketing the water column [1 and 18 m above the bottom (mab)], as well as Teledyne-RDI 1200 kHz Workhorse acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCP). FDN’s ADCP sampled in fast-ping mode 12 (8 subpings collected and averaged during each 1 s ensemble for an effective data recording rate of 1 Hz; cf. Nidzieko et al., 2006) with 0.5 m vertical bin spacing, while FDS’s ADCP sampled at 5 s with 0.5 m bins.

During the summer upwelling season, salinity variations on the shelf in Monterey Bay are sufficiently small so that density is largely controlled by temperature (e.g., Woodson et al., 2009, 2011; Walter et al., 2012, 2014a, 2014b; Zhao et al., 2012 etc.). Hence, we calculated density at all thermistor locations using the local measured temperature and the average of the top and bottom salinity measurements derived from the CTDs for each time interval; the average maximum error due to this approximation during each time interval is 0.016 kg/m³. Local winds were obtained at five-minute intervals from Long Marine Laboratory (LML, Fig. 1b), and regional offshore winds were collected at ten-minute intervals from the National Data Buoy Data Center (NDBC) buoy 46042 (36.785 N, 122.469 W, Fig. 1a). Wind stresses were calculated using the method of Large and Pond (1981). All times referred in the text and figures are in Pacific Daylight Time (PDT), unless otherwise noted.

Spectral and coherence calculations were carried out using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and standard methods (e.g., Walter et al., 2011). Hamming windows with 50% overlap were applied between adjoining segments, where the window length was selected by taking into account the frequency resolution, the length of the original record, and the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) for confidence intervals. Spectra confidence intervals were calculated using the equivalent number of DOF (EDOF) and a chi-square variable analysis. For the coherence analysis, confidence limits were calculated using the EDOF (Emery and Thomson, 2001).

In order to examine the time-varying frequency content (power) of non-stationary processes, such as those associated with internal waves (Davis et al., 2008; Wong et al., 2012), several time series were decomposed into frequency–time space using continuous wavelet transforms following the methods outlined in Torrence and Compo (1998). The Morlet wavelet was employed as the mother wavelet function, where the nondimensional frequency parameter (ωo as in Torrence and Compo (1998)) is set to be equal to six in order to satisfy the necessary conditions that the wavelet function has zero mean, finite variance, and be localized in time and space (see Farge (1992)). The wavelet power spectrum is defined using the magnitude of the wavelet transform squared, $W = |\phi_n(\omega)|^2$, where $n$ is a localized time index and the wavelet scale (s) is nearly identical to the Fourier period. In order to study the wavelet power in a particular band of scales (periods) over time, the scale-averaged wavelet power is calculated between scales (periods) $s_1$ to $s_2$ as follows:

$$\langle W(t)\rangle = \frac{\delta \omega}{C_t} \sum_{j=n}^{j=\infty} \frac{|W_n(s_j)|^2}{s_j},$$

where $\delta \omega$ is the scale resolution, $\omega$ is the sampling time interval, and $C_t=0.776$ is a reconstruction constant. Wavelet power significance (confidence levels) is determined by comparing it to a background model spectrum of red-noise (i.e., univariate lag-1 autoregressive; cf. Torrence and Compo, 1998), an approach that has been successfully employed in previous studies to identify nonlinear internal waves (e.g., Wong et al., 2012). We refer the reader to Torrence and Compo (1998) for further details.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. General observations

Throughout the study period, regional offshore winds were largely upwelling favorable, though they varied in magnitude and exhibited a typical upwelling/relaxation cycle (Fig. 2a). The local wind forcing was particularly strong and showed a distinct diurnal signal (Figs. 2a and 3c). The temperature structure at the mooring site is marked by episodic frontal crossings delineated by sharp transitions from cool (~10 °C) recently upwellled waters to warm (~12 to 15 °C) upwelling shadow waters (Fig. 2b). Also evident
during frontal crossings is the presence of higher-frequency temperature fluctuations due to internal wave forcing. The velocity field is dominated by a background along-shore poleward flow that is intensified during frontal crossings (Fig. 2c). The background poleward current is consistent with barotropic and baroclinic pressure gradient-driven flows in the area (e.g., Drake et al., 2005; Woodson et al., 2009; Suanda et al., 2011). The middle portion of the record is characterized by extended regional upwelling favorable winds, as well as intensified local winds, so that the upwelling front is forced back into the bay (i.e., equatorward of the moorings) by the strong upwelling plume (cf. Fig. 1a). During this period, the upwelling jet destratifies the water column at the
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**Fig. 2.** Time series during the entire study period of the (a) local (black) and regional (grey, 33 h low-pass filtered) along-shore wind stress (positive poleward), (b) Temperature, (c) along-shore velocity (positive poleward), and (c) cross-shore velocity (positive onshore) vertical contour plots at FDN. The location of the ocean surface is denoted in panel (b) by a black line. The dashed black boxes denote the time periods in Figs. 5 and 6. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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**Fig. 3.** Variance preserving power spectra over the entire study period of the (a) along-shore velocity across all depths, (b) temperature across all depths, (c) local along-shore winds, and (d) free-surface height. The dashed black lines in panels (c) and (d) denote the diurnal and semi-diurnal (M2 tidal component) frequencies, and the grey shading represents the 80% confidence interval. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
mooring site (i.e., well-mixed waters near 10 °C lasting several days, Fig. 2b) and leads to a strong reversal of the background along-shore poleward flow (Fig. 2c). This period with minimal stratification also precludes internal wave activity since there is no wave guide that allows for the propagation of internal waves (see also Section 3.2).

During periods of weaker regional wind forcing, the upwelling front propagates poleward as a buoyant plume front and warm upwelling shadow waters are transported poleward with the preexisting background current. Analysis of temperature spectra as a function of depth reveals a dominant, surface-intensified signal in the diurnal frequency band (Fig. 3a). The along-shore velocity field also reveals a surface-enhanced signal at the diurnal frequency, as well as a much weaker signal in the semidiurnal band that is constant with depth (Fig. 3b). A coherence analysis between the temperature/along-shore velocity signals as a function of depth and the local winds reveals a statistically significant coherence at the diurnal frequency for both signals (not shown).

These results are consistent with previous observations (Suanda et al., 2011; Woodson et al., 2009) that suggest the local diurnal winds are responsible for the daily modulation of the upwelling front up and down the coast. Moreover, the local winds are responsible for the surface-intensified diurnal variability in the along-shore velocity signal. In particular, the background poleward flow is arrested during the early afternoon by the local winds that accelerate an equatorward flow. When the local winds relax in the evening, along-shore currents return to their background poleward state. Since tidal effects at this particular location are minimal, the diurnal variability in the local temperature and velocity field is most likely wind-driven; this finding is corroborated by several other studies (see Rosenfeld et al. (2009), Wang et al. (2009), Suanda et al. (2011) and Walter (2014)).

In addition to decelerating and reversing the poleward propagating front, the local diurnal winds also lead to the development of surface-intensified velocity shear, particularly in the along-shore currents (Fig. 4). Whereas this shear layer is typically confined to the upper portions of the water column, the shear-layer penetrates throughout the water column during the period of strong regional upwelling when the stratification is weak due to advection of well-mixed upwelling plume waters (cf. Rosenfeld et al., 2009) (Fig. 4). The destabilizing effect of the local wind-driven shear is counteracted during periods of strong frontal activity, which are marked by enhanced water-column stratification due to the along-shore advection of warm, upwelling shadow waters (Fig. 4d; cf. Suanda et al., 2011). The stability of the water column is characterized using the gradient Richardson number, \( Ri = N^2/S^2 \), where \( N^2 = -\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial z} \) is the buoyancy frequency squared and \( S^2 = (\frac{\partial U}{\partial z})^2 + (\frac{\partial V}{\partial z})^2 \) is the total vertical shear in the horizontal direction. During frontal crossings, the majority of the water column is stable to shear instabilities (\( Ri > 0.25 \)), whereas near-surface and near-bottom regions often exhibit subcritical Richardson numbers (\( Ri < 0.25 \)). This is due to a combination of decreased stratification and enhanced velocity shear, as discussed in the next section. The large-scale temperature structure and dynamics are set by the regional upwelling favorable wind-forcing and the development of a coastal upwelling front. On a more local scale, the diurnal winds modulate the upwelling front up and down the coast. These processes combine to create a unique and dynamic environment with rapidly changing background environmental conditions (e.g., stratification, shear, stability, etc.).

3.2. Frontal dynamics and NLW activity

In this section we examine the evolution of the buoyant plume front and subsequent internal wave activity. We first consider the dynamics of the 17 July 2011 frontal crossing, which is highlighted by the some of the largest temperature gradients in the record (Fig. 5). Prior to the arrival of the front, the water column is well mixed (~10 °C), a trait that is indicative of recently upwelled waters (Fig. 5b). The well-mixed waters poleward of the front do not provide a propagation pathway for internal waves, whereas the stratification in the upwelling shadow waters allow for internal wave propagation (i.e., wave guide). In the early morning, while the local along-shore winds are still weak, a sharp jump in temperature (~3 to 4 °C) occurs throughout the water column as the front propagates poleward on the preexisting background current (e.g., Woodson et al., 2009). Coincident with the frontal
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**Fig. 4.** Time series during the entire study period highlighting the vertical structure of velocity shear and water column stability. Ten-minute averages of the (a) vertical shear of the along-shore velocity component, (b) vertical shear of the cross-shore velocity component, (c) total vertical shear in the horizontal velocity \( (S^2) \), (d) buoyancy frequency squared \( (N^2) \), and (e) the normalized logarithmic gradient Richardson number \( \log(Ri/0.25) < 0 \) is equivalent to \( Ri < 0.25 \). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
crossing is a sharp increase in the kinetic energy due to the change in the along-shore velocities ($\Delta v \approx 0.20$ to 0.25 m/s), as well as compensating offshore velocities near the bottom of the water column consistent with the large-scale structure described by Woodson et al. (2009). The increase in velocity shear (both the along- and cross-shore components) contributes to subcritical Richardson numbers ($Ri < 0.25$) near the bottom and a region potentially unstable to shear instabilities. We note, however, that portions of the bottom of the water column are subcritical ($Ri < 0.25$) prior to the arrival of the front due to the lack of stratification.

Following the pulse of kinetic energy at the nose of the front and the subsequent development of a potentially unstable bottom region, the front detaches from the bed. Additionally, several hours following the development of an unstable bottom region, high-frequency fluctuations due to internal waves develop in the pycnocline region and become more pronounced after the front detaches from the bed. Several hours later the diurnal winds start to increase and begin to arrest the poleward advection of the front and reverse the currents to flow equatorward (Woodson et al., 2009; Suanda et al., 2011), which indicate that the local diurnal winds are responsible for the flow reversal. The reversal of the buoyant plume front is also evident in the symmetry in the near-surface along-shore temperature gradient inferred from the Eulerian measurements in Fig. 5b (e.g., near-surface temperature is approximately symmetric about 1500). The local diurnal wind stress also leads to the development of a near-surface region of enhanced velocity shear.

Following the modulation and reversal of the front by the local wind stress, the winds begin to relax. While the near-surface currents remain directed downwind (equatorward), the near-bottom currents return to flow poleward in the direction of the background state (cf. Woodson et al., 2009; Suanda et al., 2011). This results in a strong baroclinic flow with enhanced shear in the near-surface region that persists over the course of several hours. Regions with subcritical Richardson numbers ($Ri < 0.25$) start to develop near the surface and penetrate into the thermocline region over this same time period. Following a period of time where a strong velocity shear persists, a rank-ordered packet of high-frequency NLIWs is observed at the mooring site. These very large-amplitude internal waves in shallow water (i.e., $\approx 10$ m amplitude in 20 m of water) appear to exist in the presence of a strong background shear and a potentially dynamically unstable environment (cf. Stastna and Walter, 2014). Based on the arrival time of wave troughs between FDN and FDS, the waves are propagating along-shore equatorward (see next section), consistent with the directionality documented by Woodson et al. (2011). We note that NLIW signals are present at the mooring array throughout the aforementioned evolution of the front. It is likely that there are multiple generation mechanisms and sources of the NLIWs. Moreover, there are consistently large-amplitude internal waves (often rank-ordered packets) that appear following the poleward reversal of the near-bottom currents (black box with "NLIWs" label in Fig. 5). These
internal waves contain a strong along-shore velocity signature (i.e., high-pass filtered velocity field) and develop in the presence of strong background shear. These along-shore equatorward propagating waves appear to be a robust feature of the front, as documented over multiple-year records by Woodson et al. (2011).

Examination of the dynamics during other frontal crossing events reveals many of the same basic features (e.g., 8 July 2011 shown in Fig. 6). Notably, strong along-shore velocities in the warm buoyant waters mark the passage of the front with near-bottom velocities directed offshore at the nose of the front. Regions of subcritical Richardson number waters develop, the front begins to detach from the bed, and internal waves are seen in the thermocline region. Following this, the poleward advection of upwelling shadow waters is arrested and reversed by local diurnal wind forcing. This wind modulation results in the development of a strong near-surface shear layer, and as the local winds start to relax, the bottom portion of the water column returns to flow poleward. This sheared, baroclinic flow results in a unique situation where large-amplitude internal waves with strong along-shore velocity signals develop in the presence of strong background shear and in regions where dynamical instabilities may exist (i.e., \( R_i < 0.25 \)). This dynamic situation is schematized in Fig. 7.

In order to assess the effect of the various forcing regimes and temporally variable environmental conditions on high-frequency density fluctuations due to NLIWs at the front, we calculated the high-pass filtered (3 h half-amplitude period) density field using one minute density averages. Fig. 8 highlights the depth–averaged density perturbation (\( \langle \rho' \rangle \)), where the brackets denote a depth-average and the prime denotes a high-pass filtered quantity) over the entire record. Also plotted is the depth-averaged density stratification (\( \langle N^2 \rangle \)). During the middle portion of the record when extended regional upwelling occurred (and well-mixed, \( \sim 10 \, ^\circ C \) waters), density fluctuations and internal wave activity were minimal due to the lack of water column stratification. Conversely, the propagation of the buoyant plume front and advection of the stratified upwelling shadow waters during other time periods resulted in significant density perturbations.

Wavelet analysis was employed to examine the time-varying frequency content of the density perturbations. The density perturbations consistently displayed high-frequency variability, with periods smaller than 1 h, consistent with the large-amplitude NLIWs observed in Figs. 5 and 6. This variability coincides with the diurnal propagation of the buoyant plume front. We note that there is also significant variability at longer periods (i.e., 1 to 2 h) due to the advection of upwelling shadow waters and the associated changes in the background stratification (cf. Suanda et al., 2011). Scale-averaged wavelet power was calculated between 0.1 and 0.5 h, effectively isolating the wave frequencies that were consistently observed following local wind relaxations and reversal of near-bottom currents. The scale-averaged power also highlights the enhanced variability seen during the diurnal propagation of the front. In general, there is enhanced (weakened) high-frequency variability during periods of strong (weak) water...
column density stratification. The modulation of the front by the local diurnal wind forcing appears to be a first-order control on high-frequency internal wave activity at this location, as the advection of upwelling shadow waters controls local stratification.

A similar analysis of the near-bottom (1.3 mab) 1-min averaged kinetic energy \( \frac{1}{2}(U^2 + V^2 + W^2) \), reveals the same temporal variability as the density fluctuations at high-frequencies (Fig. 9). This suggests that the high-frequency NLIWs may be important for local sediment resuspension (e.g., Quaresma et al., 2007), although further observations and measurements of sediment properties are required to verify this mechanism. Theoretical work also suggests that there is likely to be significant exchange between the bottom boundary layer and the main water column (cf. Harnanan et al., 2015).

The largest density fluctuations and near-bottom kinetic energy variability is documented during 17 July, the frontal crossing with the strongest temperature gradients. It is likely that during the extended upwelling, the waters within the bay (i.e., upwelling shadow) were effectively trapped by the regional upwelling jet and resulted in intense warming and stratification (cf. Figure 1a; Woodson et al., 2009). Following the relaxation of the regional winds, these stratified waters propagated poleward as a buoyant plume front due to strong barotropic and baroclinic forcing (Woodson et al., 2009; Washburn et al., 2011). While the record only resolved one regional upwelling cycle, we expect to see the most high-frequency internal activity following periods of extended regional upwelling due to the increased kinetic energy of the buoyant plume front and increased stratification of the trapped upwelling shadow waters. Thus, regional and local upwelling modulates background environmental conditions and can either stimulate or prevent NLIW formation and propagation in the same geographical location. These results highlight the importance of regional scale variability, as well as local forcing and environmental conditions, on the formation of NLIWs in the shallow coastal environment.

Composite day plots of the local wind forcing and background environmental conditions were created by computing each respective quantity centered on each hour of the day (local time, PDT). The regional upwelling dominated period (13–15 July) was excluded to isolate frontal event variability. Composite averages are highlighted in Fig. 10 and confirm the trends described earlier. During the early morning when the local wind forcing is weak, along-shore currents are directed poleward. The local density stratification increases as stratified upwelling shadow waters appear at the mooring site. This increase in stratification also results in an increase in high-frequency internal wave variability. As the local wind forcing strengthens in the early afternoon, the along-shore currents reverse to flow equatorward and a strong near-surface shear develops. Coinciding with this increase in near-surface shear is a subcritical gradient Richardson number region near the surface. As the wind forcing relaxes, the currents return to flow poleward, and the local stratification and high-frequency internal wave variability decrease. The modulation of the front by local

![Fig. 7. Schematic cartoon of the front and NLIW dynamics in the along-shore direction.](image-url)
Diurnal winds appears to control local stratification and high-frequency internal wave activity at this study site.

3.3. NLIW observations

The rank-ordered packet of NLIWs observed on 17 July 2011, the event with the largest high-frequency density perturbations, is characterized by upper and lower mixed layers with a thick (2 to 5 m) pycnocline (Fig. 11). The flow is strongly sheared in the along-shore direction, with the top layer moving equatorward due to the local wind forcing and the bottom layer heading poleward in the direction of the large-scale background current. Examination of the vertical velocity field reveals that convergence (divergence) zones in the leading (trailing) edges of the waves drive large downwelling (upwelling) events. As the current speed in the upper layer of the water column decreases, each subsequent wave in the packet becomes smaller in amplitude. We note that the waves examined are much longer than the ADCP beam spacing so that the measured velocities are valid (cf. Scotti et al., 2005). The leading large-amplitude wave (e.g., the initial wave has an amplitude of 10 m with a total water depth of 20 m and a top layer depth of 5 m) takes the form of a broad, flat-crested trough with isopycnals that are depressed from their upstream height (i.e., an internal wave of depression) and propagates at a speed of 0.3 m/s in the negative along-shore direction (i.e., equatorward, $c_{obs} = -0.3$ m/s). Flat crested NLIWs have been computed as solutions of the fully nonlinear DJL equation (see Appendix for a discussion of internal wave theory), with their theory discussed by Lamb and Wan (1998). Flat crested waves have also been shown to form during shoaling (Lamb and Warn-Varnas, 2015). Based on a
comparison of the wave amplitude (\(\sim 10 \text{ m}\)) to the total water depth (\(\sim 20 \text{ m}\)), the initial 2–3 waves in the rank-ordered packet are among some of the largest NLIWs documented on the continental shelf (Fig. 11) (cf. Table 1 of Alford et al. (2012)). We note that the large-amplitude NLIWs observed here are in much shallower waters than the observations reported in Alford et al. (2012). It is not surprising that the leading wave is flat-crested while those that trail are closer to the weakly nonlinear KdV “hump” profile (see Appendix for a discussion of internal wave theory). Beginning with small amplitude NLIWs, increasing the available potential energy in the wave generally leads to an increase in amplitude and a decrease in width in agreement with KdV theory. At some point, however, for many stratifications, a further increase in potential energy leads to a broadening of the wave, with only a small increase in amplitude. For the current observations, the leading wave has by far the most available potential energy and thus can reasonably be expected to be flat crested, while the waves that trail can be expected to be narrower with an amplitude that decreases gradually for the second and third waves, and faster for subsequent waves. A recent example in the literature is provided by the simulations of shoaling internal waves in the South China Sea by Lamb and Warn-Varnas (2015; their Figures 4, 5, and 7).

Since upwelling fronts are regions of high biological activity due to increased primary production and the aggregation of phytoplankton due to localized convergence (Graham et al., 1992; Ryan et al., 2008, 2010), the internal wave packets described above can provide a transport mechanism for moving biological material aggregated at the front, such as planktonic larvae, back into the bay. Likewise, the high-frequency variability in the near-bed kinetic energy, presumably due to the NLIWs, may have implications for larval settlement and recruitment since large instantaneous stress events affect the ability of larvae to anchor to the bed (e.g., Crimaldi et al., 2002; Koehl and Hadfield, 2010). The high-frequency variability may also induce sediment resuspension (e.g., Quaresma et al., 2007).

The mean background density (\(\rho_b\)) and along-shore velocity (\(v_b\)) profiles for the period before the arrival of the wave train (18:25–19:15), along with the standard deviation of the profiles over the same period are shown in Fig. 12. The period of time was chosen by first computing a running, windowed standard deviation for the profiles (Fig. 8d, 1 min). Composite day contour plots (10 min) of (d) temperature, (e) along-shore velocity (positive, poleward), (f) cross-shore velocity (positive, onshore), (g) buoyancy frequency squared (\(N^2\)), (h) total vertical shear in the horizontal velocity (\(S^2\)), and (i) normalized logarithmic gradient Richardson number [\(\log(Ri/0.25) < 0\) is equivalent to \(Ri < 0.25\)]. Composite day plots were created by computing the average value of each respective quantity (a–i), centered on each hour of the day (local time, PDT). The regional upwelling dominated period (13–15 July) was excluded to isolate frontal event variability. The averaging interval of the time series used for composite averaging is given in parentheses for each respective quantity (a–i). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
current and density profile, both shown as grey-filled regions, can be seen to be quite small. This illustrates the existence of a quasi-steady background state with high shear prior to the wave train.

The along-shore velocity profiles of the leading waves of the NLIW train are shown in Fig. 13. The bottom panels show along-shore velocity profiles of the background ($v_b$, black) and total at the wave trough ($v$, blue) velocities as a function of depth at the wave-trough locations indicated by vertical lines in Fig. 13. It can be seen that both waves displayed similar horizontal currents at the wave trough. In particular, the total along-shore velocity profiles at the wave troughs ($v$) exhibit a single zero-crossing near the mid-depth location (10 mab) and an increase in magnitude (in the negative direction) further up in the water column (i.e., above 10 mab). A similar profile was found for the total velocity at the next five troughs in the NLIW train (not shown). Using different background currents within the grey shaded region of Fig. 13 did not affect the profiles.

Analysis of the space-time variability of the NLIW train reveals...
that the pycnocline region is subject to enhanced levels of velocity shear that lead to periods of subcritical Richardson numbers ($\text{Ri} < 0.25$; Fig. 14). The upper portion of the water column is also subject to a combination of wind-driven shear and weak density stratification that leads to large regions with $\text{Ri} < 0.25$. During the passage of the wave train, the band of high shear and region where $\text{Ri} < 0.25$ penetrate deeper into the water column along the pycnocline. This leads to a situation in which the upper portion of the water column is subject to dynamic instabilities (which will rapidly break down into turbulence) while the underlying pycnocline still supports NL IWs for a significant period of time. A number of studies have explored the onset of shear instability in progressive internal waves and have noted that the gradient Richardson number must fall well below the critical value of 0.25 for long enough time periods in order to induce instability (cf. Troy and Koseff, 2005; Barad and Fringer, 2010; Lamb and Farmer, 2010); however, a strong background shear current was not included in the analysis (Lamb and Farmer (2010) included a moderate background current) and waves were assumed to be “clean solitary waves” to start while the coastal ocean is a more turbulent...
environment. Stastna and Walter (2014) explored numerical simulations of the evolution of topographically generated NLIWs and lee waves in the presence of a strong background shear current. They found that a moderate background shear current can lead to a hybrid state in which portions of the water column are rich in short length scale vortices, while the underlying pycnocline and regions below it behave largely as internal wave theory would suggest. However, they also found that a strong enough background shear current could lead to the breakdown of an existing wave train. Further exploration of the role of background shear current in the presence of NLIWs is needed, with rich implications for dynamics (see next section).

Woodson et al. (2011) documented the presence of rank-ordered packets of NLIWs near the location of the front and hypothesized that variations in the flow field and diurnal wind-modulation of the front may be the generation mechanism. The following observations were drawn from a multiple-year time series from low-resolution moorings, as well as ten years of synthetic aperture radar images: the NLIWs were consistently observed in the late evening (2000–2300 local time, same as this study), there was an increased prevalence of the waves along the frontal boundary during periods of strong diurnal wind forcing, wave crests were oriented perpendicular to shore (i.e., waves propagating in the along-shore equatorward direction), and the waves were absent poleward and outside of the upwelling front. The aforementioned observations, in addition to the lack of any significant topographic features near the study site, suggest that internal tide propagation and/or tide-topography interactions are not the generation mechanism. Certainly there is observational evidence of internal waves propagating behind the nose of a buoyant plume front (cf. Luketina and Imberger, 1987, Figure 13; Nash and Moum, 2005, Figure 1; White and Helfrich, 2008).

Expanding on the work of Woodson et al. (2011), we propose several mechanisms by which the NLIWs may be generated by the front. We note that there may be multiple generation mechanisms and sources. Here, we focus on the documented along-shore equatorward propagating waves (cf. Woodson et al., 2011) observed in the late afternoon (black box in Fig. 5). The NLIWs observed prior to this period are the subject of ongoing research (specifically, a third mooring in the cross-shelf direction is needed to assess directionality and the cross-shore evolution). One such generation mechanism is transcritical (resonant) generation, whereby the modulation of the front by the diurnal winds results in a transition from supercritical to subcritical flow, where the criticality of the flow is defined using the frontal propagation speed and the intrinsic internal wave speed (see also Nash and Moum (2005), White and Helfrich (2008)). We note that this dynamic situation, as well as the precise time and location of wave fission, cannot be verified exactly using the mooring instrument since we are not tracking the front directly (see e.g., Nash and Moum, 2005).

An alternative mechanism for the generation of the large-amplitude NLIW train is that the front itself has disintegrated into an undular bore, which manifests itself as the initial blunt wave of depression and trailing internal waves (see Maxworthy, 1980; Lamb, 1994). We note that the proposed dynamic scenarios require further in-situ observations and direct tracking of the front.

### 3.4. NLIW theory

Internal waves can be described by a variety of theoretical models (linear, weakly nonlinear, and fully nonlinear). These models have different goals depending on the context in which they are applied. The Appendix provides a brief summary of their structure, terminology, goals, and short-comings. In this contribution, we explore the ability of a fully nonlinear model (DJL equation; Eq. (A3)) to reproduce the observed wave shape and velocity profiles of the initial large-amplitude wave in Fig. 11 (17 July). The Appendix provides context for the use of a fully nonlinear model, and the shortcomings of linear and weakly nonlinear theory, for these particularly large-amplitude waves that propagate in the presence of a strong background shear.

Using only the background density field (i.e., background current is initially zero), the solution to the DJL equation yields a
The solitary wave of depression with a sharp, moderately broad central region (Fig. 15ai). The velocity profile at the wave trough resembles that expected for a first baroclinic mode (Fig. 15bi) and the water column remains stable (Fig. 15ci). To examine the effect of the background shear current, a background current is progressively introduced via Eq. (A3) by increasing its magnitude to match the observed background velocity profile (Fig. 12b). Since the baroclinic vorticity at the wave trough of the computed waves is of the same sign as the vorticity due to the background current (Fig. 15b), an increase in the magnitude of the background current reduces the maximum possible wave amplitude (cf. Stastna and Lamb, 2002). However, the upper bound on wave amplitude is difficult to identify in the present case, due to a gradual “wandering” of the numerical algorithm associated with a decreasing gradient Richardson number, or physically with a propensity for shear instability.

Including the background shear current also yields a solitary wave of depression (Fig. 15aii), but with a broader and flatter central region consistent with the observed wave. Fig. 15bii shows profiles for the background (vb, black) and total (v, blue) velocities, respectively, as a function of depth for the largest wave amplitude–current strength combination with which it was possible to compute waves. Similar to the field observations, the total velocity at the wave trough shows a single zero-crossing near the mid-depth location and an increase in magnitude (in the negative direction) above the zero-crossing. However, the DJL solver failed to converge when introducing the full background current (Fig. 12b) and was only able to produce a solution for less than 50% of the observed background current (Fig. 15bii). The wave shown has a propagation speed that is 1.46 times the linear longwave speed and is thus clearly nonlinear (see further below). Fig. 15bii also shows the vertical profile of the gradient Richardson number at the wave trough, indicating a near-surface region of possible shear instability (Ri < 0.25, blue curve). It is likely that shear instabilities preclude a full amplitude and current solution to the DJL equation and the associated velocities at the wave trough (see Figs. 13 and 15 for the observed and computed amplitude, respectively). A careful contrast of these figures reveals that the DJL solution results in larger near-surface velocity magnitudes at the wave trough relative to the background current, while the observations show decreased near-surface velocity magnitudes relative to the background current. This is possibly due to the fact that the NLW packet may not be propagating precisely in the equatorward direction, the dynamically evolving nature of the wind forcing, the inability to include the full strength background current in the DJL solution, or a combination of these factors. We also assessed varying angles of wave propagation and adjusted the background current accordingly. The major results described above remained the same, with the exception that some angles of incidence predicted near-surface trapped cores, which were not observed in the field observations.

Nonetheless, the DJL solution with a sheared background current does a better job at reproducing the observed wave shape and the broad-crested central region. A comparison of the wave propagation speed shows that the DJL solution with a background current (0.19 m/s) better approximates the observed speed (0.3 m/s) compared to the DJL solution with no background current (0.136 m/s). Note that due to the fact that the background current has a non-zero mean, the scaled down current used for the DJL equation will have a smaller Doppler shift. Based on the observed speed and wave period, the leading wave from the field observations has an approximate wavelength of 470 m. The DJL solution with the background current yields a longer wave (Fig. 15aii) that well approximates the observed wavelength compared to the solution with no background current (Fig. 15ai). These results highlight the importance of the background current and strong nonlineairities in determining the wave structure and speed.

The combination of the measured profiles shown in Fig. 13, and the breakdown of the DJL solution for currents stronger than the one used in Fig. 15ii suggest the possible development of critical layers in the flow. The theory of critical layers is briefly reviewed in the Appendix, however the recent simulations of Stastna and Walter (2014) suggest that classical critical layer theory does not have a clear and unambiguous expression in time dependent simulations of wave generation and propagation. In the case of the field measurements it is quite possible that the turbulence in the near surface region completely masks the development of critical layers.

For the interpretation of field data there are two key effects that merit discussion. The first is the inability of a steady theory to describe situations in which a nearly steady wave interacts with local patches of turbulence. Consider a large-amplitude solitary wave propagating in quiescent water when a wind begins to blow and a stress is applied. The near surface region is forced to move by the wind and a surface-trapped, shear current results. Since the wave has substantial energy it may not breakdown completely, but may coexist (at least for some time) with a region undergoing shear instability and enhanced turbulence. This scenario, while reasonable conceptually, cannot be described by the DJL equation which assumes a steady wave form (in a frame moving with the wave). The second, related phenomenon is the change in the structure of the vertical profiles of horizontal currents. Modal structure is based on theory without a background shear, so that a mode-1 wave induces positive (negative) currents above (below) the pycnocline, while a mode-2 wave induces two regions of either positive or negative currents (depending on polarity). However, in the situation of a particular wave mode interacting with a dynamically evolving flow field (e.g., surface trapped shear current due to variable wind forcing), horizontal currents at the wave trough may exhibit departures from conventional modal shapes, especially in the near surface region. Indeed, existing theory does not allow for the interpretation of horizontal currents at the wave trough with respect to conventional modal shapes when there is a sufficiently strong background shear current present. In practice, these deviations are likely to be associated with enhanced turbulence (as in the middle panel of our Fig. 14b).

The question of how ISWs interact with a background shear current remains an ongoing challenge in internal wave theory and observations (see Stastna and Walter (2014) and the references therein). There are an increasing number of field observations documenting the modification of NLWs in the presence of a background shear current, with substantial implications for the development and fate of the waves (e.g., Wang and Pawlowicz, 2011; Lien et al., 2012). Stastna and Walter (2014) showed that a surface-trapped background shear current can lead to the formation of large regions of high vorticity, but that this vorticity only led to moderate perturbations of the underlying pycnocline. The background shear current thus can lead to a hybrid state in which a portion of the water column is rich in short length scale vortices, while the underlying pycnocline maintains large-amplitude internal solitary waves, allowing an instability and wave to co-exist for periods of time. They also showed that when the background shear is large enough, possibly such as in the observations presented here, the shear may lead to the breakdown of the existing wave train. We refer the reader to Stastna and Walter (2014) for more details.

Overall, even the mathematically most complete theory of internal waves is only a guide to interpreting observations. Based on the measurements presented above, one could speculate that an entire class of internal wave models that account for fluid turbulence in portions of the water column and strong background shear await the attention of the applied mathematics community.
Indeed, only such models can be considered truly appropriate for the shallower waters in the coastal region and the waves presented in this manuscript.

Fig. 16 highlights the evolution of the NLIW train between FDN and FDS (~220 m apart). Over a relatively short distance, the wave train evolves substantially leading to marked changes in the size and shape of individual waves, although the leading waves remain largely coherent. The observations at FDS suggest an apparent thickening of the pycnocline relative to FDN. These results suggest that the presence of shear instabilities may drive active mixing in the stratified interior that can in turn alter internal wave dynamics. Further field-motivated simulations that consider the detailed dynamics of particular background stratification, current (shear), and forcing combinations are needed in order to better understand the time evolution of the wave features. The authors are currently exploring stratified adjustment simulations, and the results of these will be reported elsewhere. Additional in-situ observations of similar internal waves, and in particular Lagrangian observations with turbulence measurements, are also warranted.

4. Conclusions

Discussion of the role of NLIWs in the shallow (~20 m), nearshore environment has been mainly speculative, and many questions still remain with respect to the evolution, fate, and impact of NLIWs in this biologically productive region. We present high-resolution observations of large-amplitude internal waves in the shallow coastal environment of northern Monterey Bay, CA. The NLIWs are observed at a persistent front that forms between the recently upwelled waters and warmer stratified waters that are trapped in the bay (upwelling shadow). The front propagates up and down the coast in the along-shore direction as a buoyant plume front due to modulation by strong diurnal wind forcing. In this contribution, we demonstrate how a combination of regional-scale upwelling and local diurnal wind forcing are key components controlling local stratification and the formation of internal wave guides that allow for high-frequency internal wave activity. We also show that existing theoretical models for solitary internal waves cannot accurately describe the largest NLIWs observed during periods exhibiting large background shear.

The shape of the coastline is likely important for both the oceanic and atmospheric dynamics that contribute to the NLIW formation and development. The upwelling point north of the bay drives a cold water jet across the warm upwelling shadow within the bay, while the coastline within the bay drives the strong diurnal wind forcing due to daily heating and cooling of the adjacent land surfaces. The coastline orientation is a necessary factor for the modulation of the buoyant plume front by diurnal winds and potentially the release of internal waves. This dynamic situation exists all along the California Current Large Marine Ecosystem (CCLME), but is by no means geographically unique, being present in other eastern boundary currents and “upwelling shadow” systems (e.g., Peru-Chile Current System, Benguela Current System, see Graham and Largier (1997)). Thus, the modulation of coastal upwelling fronts by diurnal winds and the subsequent formation and evolution of NLIWs at the front may be realized in coastal upwelling systems around the world. These NLIWs are expected to dramatically alter the coastal physical environment with important ecological implications. Further observational and numerical efforts are needed to better understand this system, as well as the extension of the results to other upwelling systems and over the entire upwelling season (cf. Garcia-Reyes and Largier, 2012).
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Appendix: Internal Wave Theory

Internal waves can be described by a variety of theoretical models. These models have different goals depending on the
context in which they are applied. This Appendix provides a brief summary of their structure, their terminology, goals and shortcomings. Linear theory, through the Taylor–Goldstein (TG) equation, can yield estimates of the intrinsic phase speed of waves in the presence of an ambient current (cf. Nash and Moun, 2005). The TG equation considers normal mode perturbations to a stratified, parallel shear flow, and with the boundary conditions \( \phi(z = 0) = \phi(z = H) = 0 \), its eigenvalues and eigenfunctions provide the linear phase velocity \( c_{\text{linear}} \) and vertical structure function \( \phi(z) \), respectively, of a linear disturbance.

\[
d^2\phi dz^2 + \left( \frac{N^2}{V - c_{\text{linear}}} - \frac{Vz}{V - c_{\text{linear}}} - k^2 \right) \phi = 0. \tag{A1}
\]

Here \( N^2(z) \) and \( V(z) \) are calculated using the mean background density \( \rho_b \) and along-shore velocity \( v_b \) profiles prior to the initial wave, respectively; \( k \) represents the horizontal (i.e., along-shore) wavenumber; and the stream function is given by \( \psi = \phi(z)e^{ik(x-c_{\text{linear}}t)} \) (e.g., Smyth et al., 2010).

Linear theory provides no information about wave amplitude since, formally, a wave of any amplitude is a solution to the linear problem. The TG equation breaks down when \( V - c_{\text{linear}} \to 0 \) at some point in the water column. The region near the value of \( z \) where this occurs is called a critical layer. Linear theory has been augmented to include critical layers (Maslowe and Redekopp, 1980) though recent nonlinear simulations (Stastna and Walter, 2014) demonstrate that the finite amplitude picture is more complex than the linear theory might suggest. In the absence of critical layers, linear theory provides a good leading order estimate of wave speed. However, TG theory only yields qualitative information about the vertical structure of the wave-induced currents, and provides no information about the horizontal structure of the waves. Weakly nonlinear theories improve significantly on the latter shortcomings, but still rely on the TG equation to provide an estimate of vertical structure.

Weakly nonlinear theories are derived by perturbation expansions of the governing equations in small parameters such as the wave amplitude and aspect ratio, and lead to the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) family of equations for the horizontal structure of the waves. Including cubic nonlinearity yields the so-called extended KdV (eKdV):

\[
\eta_t + \left( c_{\text{linear}} + \alpha_1 \eta + \alpha_2 \eta^2 \right) \eta_x + \beta_1 \eta_{xxx} = 0, \tag{A2}
\]

where \( \eta(x, t) \) is the isopycnal vertical displacement and the coefficients \( \alpha_1, \alpha_2, \) and \( \beta_1 \) are functions of the steady background stratification and shear through the linear eigenmode \( \phi(z) \) of interest in the TG equation (cf. Helfrich and Melville, 2006; Lamb and Yan, 1996). By looking for exact traveling wave solutions of these equations it is possible to make predictions of wave shapes of different amplitudes, along with estimates of the increase in propagation speed due to finite amplitude effects. We refer the reader to Helfrich and Melville (2006) for a detailed review of weakly nonlinear theories.

The central weakness of weakly nonlinear theories is the lack of an \textit{a priori} error bound on their domain of applicability. Historically this has meant that weakly nonlinear theory is augmented when qualitative discrepancies with observations are identified. An example of this is the observation that while the KdV theory predicts larger amplitude waves are narrow, large waves are often observed to be blunt, or even flat-crested. The Gardner, or mkdV, theory addresses this discrepancy by keeping two terms in the amplitude parameter, though its predictions are unreliable when the main pycnocline is centered well away from the boundary.

Despite their utility in reaching qualitative conclusions, weakly nonlinear theories are well known to have difficulty in quantitatively representing vertical profiles of wave-induced currents (Lamb and Yan, 1996; Lamb, 1999; Stastna and Peltier, 2005) when the wave amplitude is large, as is clearly the case for the observed waves discussed above. This misfit between observed wave structure and that predicted by weakly nonlinear theory has not stopped the extension of KdV type models to the case of spatially varying depth, and environmental parameters, though for reasons of brevity we do not discuss such models herein (see the recent work by Lamb and Xiao (2014) for detailed discussion and references).

Fully nonlinear theory can provide more details about how shear modifies the large-amplitude waves. It is possible to reduce the stratified Euler equations to a single equation by making an assumption about the solution form (e.g., a traveling wave of permanent form). The resulting equation is called the Dubreil–Jacotin–Long (DJL) equation after the authors who originally derived it. The DJL equation describes internal solitary waves (ISW) and is equivalent to the full set of stratified Euler equations, for this reason it is often referred to as the “exact theory”. While the real ocean is most certainly viscous (and often turbulent), solitary waves are only possible when energy is conserved and hence the label “exact” is reasonable when compared to the maze of terminology found in the nonlinear waves literature. When a background shear current, \( V(z) \), is included, the DJL equation reads (e.g., Stastna and Lamb, 2002):

\[
V^2 \eta_z + \frac{V(z-\eta)}{c-V(z-\eta)} \left[ \eta_x^2 + (1 - \eta_z^2)^2 \right] + \frac{N^2(z-\eta)}{[c-V(z-\eta)]^2} \frac{\eta_{xx}}{V} = 0, \tag{A3}
\]

where \( \eta(x, z) \) is the so-called isopycnal displacement, or the displacement of an isopycnal from its upstream location. The DJL is subject to the boundary conditions,

\[
\eta(x, 0) = \eta(x, H) = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad \lim_{x \to \pm \infty} \eta(x, z) = 0. \tag{A4}
\]

While the DJL equation has no known exact solution (except for the somewhat trivial case of a linear stratification with no background shear current), numerical solutions of the DJL equation have been successfully used to match vertical profiles of wave-induced velocities in simulations of resonantly generated waves (Lamb, 1999; Stastna and Peltier, 2004, 2005). While different numerical techniques have been developed for the DJL equation, the variational formulation (Turkington et al., 1991) extended to include background shear currents (Stastna and Lamb, 2002), has a publically available MATLAB implementation of the solver (Dunphy et al., 2011). This is the tool we have employed for the calculations presented in this manuscript.

In general, solutions of the DJL equation may be computed up to a limiting wave amplitude, with the upper bound given by either the onset of breaking (i.e., overturning isopycnals), wave broadening to the so-called conjugate flow, or the onset of shear instability. Stastna and Lamb (2002) discuss in detail some of the counter intuitive effects that the presence of a background shear current has on internal waves.
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